Abstract: This Letter proposes a partial bus-invert coding scheme that reduces the total number of bus transitions further than the conventional bus-invert coding. In the proposed scheme, only a selected subset of the bus lines, which is determined statically, is considered for the bus-invert coding.
for the bus-invert coding. Furthermore, we have noticed from experiments that the bus-invert coding is not always an optimum solution even when all bits are almost randomly distributed.
In the PBI coding, we partition a bus B into two subbuses based on the behaviour of patterns transferred. More precisely, for a bus ) ( i . We partition B into a selected subbus S and the remaining subbus R such that S contains a group of bus lines having higher transition correlation and higher transition probability and R contains the remaining bus lines. Because the bus lines in R have low correlation with those in S and low transition activity, they don't need to be involved in the bus-invert coding. Inverting the lines in R will rather increase the transition activity than decrease it. Therefore, by applying the bus-invert coding only for a subbus S , we can reduce the hardware for the bus-invert coding as well as increase the gain of the bus-invert coding. Once B is partitioned, the PBI coding is performed as follows: We compute the Hamming distance between The advantage of the PBI coding comes from the fact that the bits with less transition probability are not inverted in contrast to the bus-invert coding. Another advantage of the PBI coding is its lower hardware overhead of encoding and decoding logic, which implies less power consumption. The PBI coding becomes the bus-invert coding if B S = . Therefore, the gain of the PBI coding is always larger than that of the bus-invert coding.
Selection algorithm of the subbus S :
The performance of the PBI coding heavily depends on selection of the subbus S for the bus-invert coding. Unfortunately, it is intractable ( ) ( Therefore, we propose a heuristic algorithm that exploits spatial correlation of transitions. For j -th bus line, the transition encoding is defined as
The correlation coefficient between two bus lines( j -th and k -th) is defined by We compared the performance of the bus-invert coding and the PBI coding with respect to the number of total transitions as summarized in Table 1 . We do not consider other coding methods such as the Gray code and the T0 code, because they are not suitable for data addresses. The PBI coding provides 62.4% improvement on the average and up to 71.7% improvement compared to uncoded patterns. It also gives 39.2% improvement on the average over the bus-invert coding. Improvement with the PBI coding is also illustrated in Fig. 1 . The actual gain of the PBI coding over the bus-invert coding is larger, if we take into account the internal transitions of the encoding/decoding hardware.
Conclusion:
In this Letter, we propose a new bus coding scheme, which reduces the number of bus transitions for low power applications. The coding scheme is particularly suitable for memory-intensive special-purpose applications. However, the scheme is general enough to be used in other types of buses.
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